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Abstract : in this research paper, wc calculate the variances in single-mode pure and mixed-squeezed vacuum stales. Direct relationships 
between the variances and the mean number of photons, present in the cc^crcnt stale of the mode, are obtained. ITie results assure that the squeezed 
States have less uncertainty in one quadrature than the coherent state. Some interesting properties of the squeezed stales arc followed as consequences 
of introducing the P-representation to describe the state of the mode.
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1. Introduction
At lime t and frequence ojy the electric field for a nearly 
monochromatic plane wave may be decomposed into two 
quadrature components with time dependence cos cot and 
sin cot. The present paper describes the squared 
uncertainties (variances) of these components in a single- 
mode squeezed vacuum pure and mixed states.
It is found that when the density operator for a pure 
squeezed vacuum state represents the mode, the 
Huctualions in both the quadratures are still to vary with 
the squeeze factor, which varies from zero to On the 
other hand, when the mode is represented by the P- 
reprc.sentation [1~4] of the density operator for squeezed 
vacuum state, the fluctuations in two quadratures are 
dependent only on the mean number of photons present 
in the coherent state of this mode.
In these two cases, it is found also that the squeezed 
states have less fluctuation in the other quadrature than 
ihe zero-point fluctuation at the expense of increased 
o^ctuaiion in the other quadrature phase. The zero-point 
u^ctuation represents the standard quantum limit to the 
1‘^ duction of noise in a signal.
The total noise in each of pure and mixed squeezed 
vacuum states is estimated. Actually, the total noise in a 
state is a more fundamental quantity than the total number 
of photons. It is conserved if the total number of photons 
is conserved, but the converse is not true f5J. However, 
our results assert that there are direct relationships between 
the total noise in a state and the number of photons, 
including the occupation of the ground state of the 
mode, present in this state.
In the case of the mixed squeezed vacuum state, an 
upper limit for the product of the deviations in two 
quadratures is established. O f course, the lower limit of 
this product can be fixed as well by means of Heisenberg's 
uncertainty relation.
2. Definitions
This section is composed of two subsections. Subsection
2.1 defines the single-mode squeezed states. Subsection
2.2 defines the dependence of the mean occupation 
number on the mean free path.
2 ,1 .  S in g le -m o d e  s q u e e z e d  s ta te s  :
The single-mode squeeze operator [6 -10] is defined in 
general, by
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S(z) = exp|
^  ^ 7 t
2 2 (1)
where the complex factor z takes the form
z = rcxp(2 i». (2)
The real numbers r and (p  arc called, respectively, the 
squeeze factor and squeeze angle of a squeezed stale, 
while a  and are the annihilation and creation operators. 
Since each one of a  and does not commute with the 
operator exp(~2/ )^r/  ^-  exp . it is easy to show
that
S ^ i z ) a S ( z )  = a cosh r -a *  exp(2/<p)sinh r, 
( z ) a ^ S ( z )  = a* cosh r ~«exp(2iVp)sinh r. (3)
These relations signify that the single-mode squeeze 
operator (1) mixes the operators a  and a*. Therefore, it 
induces a correlation between the position and momentum 
variables.
The singl-mode squeezed vacuum pure state, symbo­
lized by |z), is defined as operator S (z) acting on the 
ground state |0) of the mode [5,10], namely,
\z) = 5(z)|0>. (4)
2.2. D ep en d en ce o f  the m ean n u m b e r o f  p h o to n s  on the  
m ean  f r e e  p a th  :
Let be a unit vector coinciding with the direction of 
the velocity of a particle when its energy is u. We 
introduce the function g(jA)y u ~ m') to represent the 
relative probability of the particle being left with 
parameters {X 2 \ u ) as a result of a collision before which 
the pair characterized it was (i2,' «')• The number jlIq = 
Q* is the cosine of the angle through which the 
particle is scattered. Let us assume that u -  u*)
may be expanded in terms of the Legendre polynomials 
such as
g (/<„,« -  ttO = - p  X  + OSj ( «  -  (A )).4;r >«0
with
g j i u - u )  = ,
(5)
(6)
where we have used the normalization conditions of 
Legendre polynomials [11]. Let us now define the 
numbers a  and P  as follows
a  = j “  ^( «  -  -  u ')d u ',
P - ! i ^ g A u - u ' ) d u ' .
In which, the functions go(u -  it") and g i(u  -  /<") 
resulted from ( 6 ) for 7  = 0 , 1 respectively, while y 
represents the maximum energy loss (the maximum entT^iy 
loss occurs when the particle is scattered through angle 
of 180°). Accordingly, the average numbers of photuns 
symbolized by a\ occupied by the coherent state of the 
mode as a function of the mean free path T(u) o f  the 
atoms of a medium through which the natural light 
passes, takes the form [12—15] :
e = 1____
3 a ( \ - P )
j “ d u T \ u ) . (9)
Actually, owing to relation (9), one may measure, 
experimentally, the average number of photons occupied 
by a coherent state of field mode. That is by measuring 
the mean free path T. In this paper, explicit relations 
between the variances in a single-mode squeezed vacuum 
mixed-state and the number e  will be constructed.
In spite of the simplicity of relation (9) which can b e  
obtained as a result of applying a very crude model of 
interaction between light and atoms, it is an essential 
parameter in the quantum-mechanical theory of light.
3. The density operator for a single-mode squeezed 
vacuum state
If we have a complete knowledge about the state of a 
physical system, one can say with certainty that evciy 
element of this system is in that state. For such system, 
the density operator can be defined simply as the dyadic 
product [1] of that state. Thus, if we are sure that the 
system we study is in the squeezed vacuum pure state |c) 
defined by (4), then the density operator describing that 
system takes simply, the form [16-18] :
P=|z)(z|.
Operator (10) is called the density operator for a single- 
mode squeezed vacuum pure state. If we insert state (4) 
and its complex conjugate into the right side of 
then we can easily deduce that
Trp  = l. (1^^
In the other hand, if we do not have complete 
knowledge about the state of the field mode we are
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studying^  and we are not sure that it is in state (4) (say), 
then we can assume that the probability that it is in this 
l^atc is G(z)- case, the density operator symbolized
is the superposition of the projection operator (10),
[16'-181, i e ,
p  = \\Qiz)\z){z\d'^z. (12)
This state is in the form of the P representation [1,41 for 
the density operator. It is called the single-mode sqeezedl 
vacuum mixed-state. According to notation (2), we can 
easily show that the differential element <i^z(=<i(R4
z)ciiUr\ z ) )  takes the form i
= 2 rd r d < p . (13>
As a density operator, p  must be Hermitian and its trace 
IS unity, namely,
Tr(p) = 1. (14)
In fact, since the single-mode squeezed vacuum pure
stale \z) = ^ (^z)|0) (where S { z ) is the unitary operator (1)) 
is normalized to unity, the constraint (14) provides that
// Q (z )c / ^ z  = l . (15)
In terms of representation (2) of z and the number e  
defined by (9), the weighting factor Q {z) assumes the 
form 112-15J-:
Q (z ) (Tze^) '^“rcos</)exp(—r"/ e );
0 < r < o o ,~ ^ .< < p < ~  
2 2 (16)
It is clear that function (16) is not positive everywhere in 
the plane, but it is positive for all values of r, on the 
segment - n t 2 < q >  <  ;r/2, only. Thus, this function cannot 
be considered as a probability density, but it is a new 
quasi-probability distribution function. This function 
distributes in phase angle through its dependence on 
cos (p. Actually, if we insert the element of area (13) as 
well as the function (16) into the left side of (15), then 
we can easily show that
jj 2 -^1/2Q i z ) d ^ z  = 2 { 7 c e ^)
x f  dq>cos<p f  exp(~r^/e) =  1. (17)
*^ ir/ 2  Jo
T'hat assures the fulfilment of the constraint (15).
The variance in squeezed stales
This section is composed of three subsections. The first
defines the quadrature components of the electric field. 
The second and the third consider the variance in these 
components relative to the squeezed vacuum pure and 
mixed states.
4 .L  Q u a d r a tu r e  c o m p o n e n ts  o f  th e  e le c tr ic  f i e l d  :
The electric field for a nearly monochromatic plane wave 
with frequency co, may be written at the time t as, [10] :
E { t) = A [« cxp(-/ty/) -f exp (i£0/)], (18)
where A is a constant including the spatial wave function. 
The amplitude a  can be written in the following complex 
form :
(19)
with ^  and g  are Hermitian operators, which obey the 
commutation relation
[^ , ^ ]  = i74. (20)
Now in terms of ^  and g , the field amplitude (18) takes 
the form :
£■(0 = 2A(^ cos o jt  +  ^  sin cat). (21)
Accordingly, ^  and g  may be identified as the amplitudes 
of two quadrature phases of the field.
By means of the commutation relation (20), we can 
deduce the following relation for the uncertainties 
and (= [V(g)]''=') ( V M  denotes 
the variance in x ) in ^  and g
A ^ A g ^ \ / 4 .  (22)
In fact, the coherent states have A ^ A g ^ \ / 4  [1,10],
while the squeezed states [19—22] have, as we shall see 
later, A ^A g  > 1 / 4 . Let us consider now the complex 
rotated transformation
q  -i-ip ^  ig )& x p  (-i< p ) , (23)
with 4p  is the squeeze angle. Solving relation (23) with 
respect to q  and p, to have
1(7 = ~ [ a  exp(-i<p) -f a^ e x p (/^ )] , 
p = -  ~ exp(-iV) ~ a^ exp (i^)] ,
(24)
(25)
where relation (19) as well as its complex cojugate have 
been used.
Knowing now that the variances in a quantum state 
are defined as the mean-square deviations or fluctuations 
of the real and imaginary parts of the annihilation operator 
a , [5,10]. These mean-square fluctuations should be
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evaluated, of course, with respect to this state. The sum 
of these variances gives the total noise in this state. 
Accordingly, the variances in the state of the mode we 
consider, are the squared uncertainties in ^  and g , defined 
by (19). But the mean-square fluctuations in and g  are, 
respectively, the same as those in q  and p . Operators ^  
and g  related to q  and p  through (23) which differs from
(19) only by the phase factor exp (~/^).
4,2, V a riances  in q  a n d  p  re la tive  to  sta te ( JO )  : 
Relative to operator (10), the variance in q  defined by 
(24), is given by
V iq ) = Tr(/)<7 * )-[T r (p </ )]* . (26)
If we insert operator (10) and (24) into the right side of 
(26), then we can evaluate V  { q )  through two successive 
steps. In the first, we use state vector (4) and then wc 
apply the unitary property of 5(z). In the second step, we 
use the operator relation (3), and then wc apply the well 
known identities : a  | w) =  yfn | /? — l ) , j « > =  ^  11 n ) ,
a|0) =  0 as well as orthonormalization condition of 
Fock’s states |w). Accordingly, we obtain in this case, for 
the variances in q , the expression
V (^ )-e x p (~ 2 r ) . 
4
(27)
Again, if we follow the same technique, we can show 
that the variance in p  defined by (25), with respect to 
state (10) is in the form :
V(/>) =  4 exp (2 r). 
4 (28)
In fact, the variance in squeezed state |/z, z)(jU denotes 
the associated coherent state) have equally, the forms
(27) and (28), which are the variances in the squeezed 
vacuum state |z) (see [10]). This means that in the case 
of the squeezed pure states, the associated coherent states 
do not contribute to the variances in these states. It is 
clear from (27) and (28) that the squeezed vacuum state
(10) has less fluctuation in the quadrature q  than a 
coherent state at the expense of increased fluctuations in 
P-
The sum of the variances (27) and (28) gives the 
total noise in state (10) (see f5]). Thus, if N  denotes the 
total noise of the pure state (11), then we can easily 
show that
Indeed, since the state of the mode is considered as 
pure state, the mean-square fluctuations of q  and p i, 
addition to the total noise N  , are still functions in 
squeeze factor /*, which varies from zero to 
case of the squeezed vacuum mixed-state, these quamitie 
depend only on the mean occupation number of plu)ton 
present in the coherent state of the mode. As well, iron
(27) and (28), wc can easily deduce the following rclaiion
for the uncertainties d<7 ^ = [V (< 7 )J 
d p ^ = [\ 7 (p )J   ^ in ^ and p  :
A q A p  - \ l  A  . (30
which is still, as in coherent state, the minimum valui 
allowed by the quantum mechanical theory.
4 .3 .  V a ria n c e s in  q  a n d  p  re la tiv e  to  s ta te  ( 1 2 )  : 
Now, if the field mode is represented by the squcc/o 
vacuum mixed-state (12 ), then the mean-square deviation 
in q  defined by (2 4 ), may be written, similarly, as
V(f/) = T r (p / r )- [T r (p < / )f
J Q ( r , ) ( < '| g " |  - [ J e ( r . ) ( . - : H  J  . (31
Actually, it is easy to show that ( c jr/j r.) =  0, whil
(ziry|z)= ^exp (-2 r). Accordingly, (31) becomes 
4
V'(<7) = |JJe(z)exp(-2r)rf^; (32
By means of constraint (15), the right side of (32) is ih 
expectation value of (1/4) exp(—2r), which is the variano 
in q  relative to the pure state (10). Inserting functioi 
(16) and the element of area (13) into th'* right side o
(32), to have
r/r/21 f
V ( ^ q ) -  — — I c o s  (pd(p
X J r^ e x p [- (r ^ + 2 e r )/ e jd r .
In faet, the integrals in the right side of (33) can bi 
easily carried out to obtain
(33
N  =  —cosh 2 r .
2 (29)
V (9 ) = -
2(TO)'1/2
[ (l +  2 e )u (e ) - e ] . (34
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where the function v { e ) is defined by
u(t:) = exp[-(/-^ + 2er)/e]t/r. ( 3 5 )
Indeed, by the same technique, we can prove that tlie 
mean-square fluctuation in p  defined by (25), when the 
field mode represented by density operator (12), takes 
I he form ;
V (/ > ) =  +  1  j e x p ( F )  -  [ d  +  2 f  ) » A O  -  e  J.
(3 (i
The total noise in state (12) is then determined by ih^ t 
sum of the variance (39) and (41). This sum, symbolized 
by N, is equal to
N ■ |exp(f). (37)
In contrast with the pure state, here the mean>squarc 
nuciuations of q  and p  as well as the total noise N , are 
independent of the squeezed factor r . These variance are 
ilcpendent exclusively on the number i \  Physically, this 
number is the mean number of photons occupied by the 
L'oherent state of the mode. Formally, e  is given integral 
f')). which involves the mean free path T  of medium's 
atoms through which the thermal light passes.
In fact, we can by a little mathematical manipulation, 
prove that i-(f) -  1/2. According to this asymptotic 
^\pa^sion, the variances (34) and (36) reduce to
V{q) -  U  ,
- ( e  + \ / 2 ) e x p ( c ) - l / 4 y j 7 T £  .
(38)
(39)
E^ elaiions (38) and (39) give the variance in q  and p  
"elative to the single-mode squeezed vacuum state (12). 
Ihese relations depend on the number a\ which is defined
expression (9). In fact, it is clear that the squeezed 
'tales have V (q ) V{p). A family of minimum uncertainly 
'tales is defined by taking the equal sign. One of such 
dass of minimum uncertainty states is that of the coherent 
'tales, which have V (q ) = V (p ) = 1/4. Once again, 
r^ elaiion (38) and (39) indicate that the squeezed vacuum 
^uxed-siatcs, as in the case of squeezed vacuum pure 
'tales, have less fluctuation in q  than the coherent state 
t^ the expense of increased fluctuation in p .
Now, from (38), it is clear that
this inequality is considered, by Walls 1101, as the condition 
for squeezing.
5. Concluding remarks
By means of the identity : (1/2) cosh2r = sinh*±r 4* 1/2, 
wc can write (29), which gives the total noise in the 
squeezed vacuum pure state (10), as
N  =sinh" r + 1/2. (41)
On the other hand, the total noise in the squeezed vacuum 
mixed-state (12) is given by (37), which can be rewritten in 
the form ;
A  = 1 I F ~  ]exp(t') -  ^ (42)
V (ry )< l
4
(40)
In fact, the first term in the right side of (41) and the 
quantity between the square bracket in the right side of 
(42) give, respectively, the mean number of photons present 
in states (10) and (12), see [10] and [14]. Each of the rest 
terms in the right sides of (41) and (42) is of the value 1/2, 
that represents the contribution of the ground state of the 
mode to the total noise. Hence, wc conclude that the total 
noise in a state is equal to the mean number of photons, 
including the contribution of the ground slate occupied by 
this mode. Thus the total noise of a state can be thought 
of as the noise content of the slate in units of photon 
number, including a half quantum due to the zero point 
noise. This fact has been mentioned by Schmaker |5|.
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